
TBILISI  H ILLS
Golf & Restaurant



Golf Experience

Tbilisi Hills Golf course is top rated course in

Europe. The outstanding architecture, full facility

package and our professional staff will make your

golf experience most enjoyable

Scenic Location

just 15 minutes from the old town and your meals

will be surrounded by green area and incredible

landscape of Georgian

Exceptional Cuisine

Tbilisi Hills Restaurant is a special place where

naturally grown ingredients from Georgia turn

into the most delicious European cuisine

WHY US?



WHAT WE OFFER?

GRILL MENUINDIVIDUAL MENU COCKTAIL MENUCANAPE MENU WINE CARD



CORPORATE
EVENTS

Accommodates up to 700 people
Full access to our terrace and
indoor space
Customized menus available for
your event



TEAM
BUILDINGS

We have designed golf activities for the
groups that will be part of perfect
corporate day or team building event.
During the introduction activity
participants get an overview of the game
including history, basic rules and
etiquette and are able to go on the course
with our coach. The participants will be
taught to swing different clubs so they are
able to hit the balls on the golf course and
take part in a little competition



BUSINESS  
CONFERENCES &
MEETINGS

At our restaurant, we offer convenient
spaces for  business conferences and
meetings during breakfast or lunch hours.
Depending on the size of your team, you
can reserve either our indoor area or
terrace. It's an ideal setting for productive
business meetings  with it’s necessary
equipments , customizable menus and a
comfortable ambiance.



Personalized birthday packages
tailored to your preferences 
Exciting golf activities and
entertainment options for guests
of all ages
Full access opportunities to our
terrace and indoor space

BIRTHDAY
PARTIES



WEDDINGS

Photoshooting in our beautiful
landscapes 
accomodates up to 120 people
Full access opportunities to our
terrace and indoor space



FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT:

TEA MIKAUTADZE
Restaurant Manager
+995 599 890 104
tea.mikautadze@tbilisihills.com

Corporate packages
From 150 GEL per person


